
T A P S

A wide range of models with timeless charm that blend in perfectly 
with both the most classic and the most contemporary spaces.

Discover all taps on 
our website



Water is synonymous with life,
the centre of the kitchen
Source of life, energy and resource, instrument of work and well-being. If 
we consider that there is life wherever there is water, we can understand 
the importance it deserves. And the kitchen, which is the place where 
we nourish wellness and nutrition, is the right place to dedicate special 
attention to this essential element. No other kitchen element is used as 
often as the tap: it gives space to hygiene and well-being, and allows 
you to drink and cook. The philosophy of Officine Gullo is intimately 
linked to the primordial element of water and this is why it is granted a 
key role in the kitchen, committing to make it functional, safe, as well as 
aesthetically appealing. Officine Gullo mixers represent the focal point 
of every kitchen. A component, such as tapware, thereby becomes not 
only an accessory, but an actual protagonist of the environment.
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ACETAOG02LCL polished chrome mixer tap with Lobe levers
C-ACSUNDB00 undermounted stainless steel rectangular sink
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ACETAOG04COB burnished brass double mixer faucet with Cone levers
C-ACSSEMBDI apron-front burnished brass rectangular sink



Exclusive design and mechanics

The constant research by Officine Gullo has led to the creation of a 
line of iconic products that redefine the aesthetic standards of both 
domestic and professional mixers and taps. These precious artefacts 
have buried their roots in the centuries-old tradition of the most refined 
craftsmanship, combining noble materials to the new standards in 
design and modern luxury. Every product tells a story, created through 
a unique collaboration that involves designers, engineers and artisans. 
The design of these artefacts is absolutely exclusive, the result of careful 
research and exploration that spans various sectors: from mechanics 
to hydraulics, to the nautical sector, in which some control levers and 
knobs are eye-catching.  The result is objects that look like works of art 
– unique and inimitable.
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ACETAOG02LNS satin nickel mixer faucet with Lobe levers
Details of monocommand mixer and Petal lever



Coosing the finest materials
The thickness of the noble metals – solid brass castings – with 
which the taps are made, are immediately evident. The weight 
of the taps is the immediate confirmation of this. The chosen 
materials are treated to meet the standards that require no lead 
and guarantee a long life.  

Several styles in a single collection  
Officine Gullo taps are available in a wide range of models 
with timeless charm that blend in perfectly with both the most 
classic and the most contemporary spaces. Some models offer 
the possibility of choosing, for example, the type of knob, and 
immediately distinguish the environment with a more classic or 
industrial character.

Guaranteed durability
With great sensitivity for resources to be used efficiently and 

constant commitment to the development of elegant and 
functional products, Officine Gullo pays great attention to the 

engineering aspect: a meticulous design applied to the various 
development phases that allows great care to be paid to every 

detail and ensures that the company ensures the durability of
its taps, guaranteeing 5 years warranty for every product.  

Attention to ecology
Officine Gullo offers “energy saving” solutions, measures to 

minimise the waste of water, such as standard flow regulators.
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Multiple shapes and features
The possibility to choose between a mixer or knobs, a countertop or 
wallmounted faucet rather than a folding faucet, covers all possible 
customer needs.
Not only that, the features are also numerous. Alongside the classic 
kitchen faucets and mixers, there are:
• pot-filler mixers with extensible shower and jointed pot-filling faucets
• countertop showers
• folding mixers

Different knobs to style your tap
The collection integrates perfectly with traditional and more 
contemporary spaces due to being able to choose from three different 
types of handles, which lend an industrial or classic feel to the space.

CONE
Visually arresting levers with a striking retro feel.

PETAL
The reference to industrial design in which traditional 
stylistic elements are reinterpreted in a contemporary style.

LOBE
The style of this handle, which resembles a cog, is 
purely industrial. The milling gives good grip as well as 
bestowing a robust and  functional look to the faucet.

ACETAOG02LCL polished chrome aucet with Lobe levers
ACETAOG05LCL polished chrome spray head with Lobe levers



Brass available in three finishes
The entire collection of tapware is made of solid brass and is available in 
three different finishes, to best blend in with various projects and satisfy 
all preferences. 

BURNISHED BRASS
The burnishing effect is carried out strictly by hand, and makes the 
surface uneven, darkens it, and recreates a sort of “appeasing ageing”. 
Brass is not unchangeable but shows signs over time. It is alive and 
ages, revealing its beauty more and more.

SATIN NICKEL
The metal takes on a “warm” silvery hue and is then made opaque 
through a further brushing process.

POLISHED CHROME
The effect is that of “mirror” polishing, which adapts perfectly to the most 
modern and contemporary spaces.
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ACETAOG06LCL polished chrome pot-filler faucet with Lobe levers ACETAOG01LNS satin nickel faucet with Lobe levers
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ACETARB050OB burnished brass mixer tap

C-ACSSUNDA00 undermounted stainless steel rectangular sink



Taps Taps
Discover the collection on our website Discover the collection on our website
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BRIDGE TAP WITH CURVED GOOSENECK SPOUT
ACETAOG01C - Cone levers
ACETAOG01L - Lobe levers
ACETAOG01P - Petal levers

Available in Polished Chrome (CL), Burnished Brass (OB), 
Satin Nickel (NS)

TAP WITH CURVED GOOSENECK SPOUT
ACETAOG02C - Cone levers
ACETAOG02L - Lobe levers
ACETAOG02P - Petal levers

Available in Polished Chrome (CL), Burnished Brass (OB), 
Satin Nickel (NS)

MIXER TAP WITH CURVED GOOSENECK SPOUT
ACETAOG03C - Cone levers
ACETAOG03L - Lobe levers
ACETAOG03P - Petal levers

Available in Polished Chrome (CL), Burnished Brass (OB), 
Satin Nickel (NS)

DOUBLE MIXER TAP WITH CURVED GOOSENECK 
SPOUTS
ACETAOG04C - Cone levers
ACETAOG04L - Lobe levers
ACETAOG04P - Petal levers

Available in Polished Chrome (CL), Burnished Brass (OB), 
Satin Nickel (NS)

COUNTERTAP SPRAY TAP
ACETAOG05C - Cone levers
ACETAOG05L - Lobe levers
ACETAOG05P - Petal levers

Available in Polished Chrome (CL), Burnished Brass (OB), 
Satin Nickel (NS)

POT-FILLER TAP
ACETAOG06C - Cone levers
ACETAOG06L - Lobe levers
ACETAOG06P - Petal levers

Available in Polished Chrome (CL), Burnished Brass (OB), 
Satin Nickel (NS)

SINGLE-HOLE COUNTERTOP TAP
ACETARB010NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB010OB - Burnished brass

ARCH SPOUT TAP
ACETARB020NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB020OB - Burnished brass

WALL MOUNTED TAP
ACETARB030NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB030OB - Burnished brass
Upper jet 30 or 35 cm



Taps Taps
Discover the collection on our website Discover the collection on our website
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WALL MOUNTED TAP
ACETARB040NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB040OB - Burnished brass
Upper jet 30 or 35 cm

COUNTERTOP MIXER TAP 
ACETARB050NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB050OB - Burnished brass
Upper jet 25 or 30 cm

FOLDABLE COUNTERTOP MIXER TAP
ACETARB060NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB060OB - Burnished brass
Upper jet 25 or 30 cm

POT FILLER TAP WITH EXTRACTABLE HAND SHOWER
ACETARB070NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB070OB - Burnished brass

MIXER TAP WITH ARC JET
ACETARB080NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB080OB - Burnished brass

WALL MOUNTED MIXER TAP
ACETARB090NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB090OB - Burnished brass
Upper jet 30 or 35 cm

WALL MOUNTED MIXER TAP
ACETARB100NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB100OB - Burnished brass

SWIVELLING POT FILLER TAP
ACETARB110NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB110OB - Burnished brass

POT FILLER JOINTED MIXER TAP WITH SIDE LEVER
ACETARB120NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB120OB - Burnished brass

BRIDGE TAP 
ACETARB130NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB130OB - Burnished brass
Upper jet 25 or 30 cm

COUNTERTOP SPRAY TAP WITH MIXER HANDLE
ACETARB140NS - Satin nickel
ACETARB140OB - Burnished brass
Spray head on the left or on the right



S I N K S

Thanks to the manual skills of the artisans and the creativity of the 
designers, steel, copper and brass are loaded with aesthetic and 

functional pluses, which enhance the washing area of every kitchen.

Discover all sinks on 
our website



Copper, brass and steel: 
only thick noble materials
Officine Gullo sinks are solutions of great charm, designed to add 
style, elegance and added value to the kitchen area: the authenticity 
of the material. Metals “of ancient memory” find unexpected and 
surprising application possibilities. Copper, brass and steel: noble 
materials that recall a past tradition are chosen and handcrafted 
in significant thicknesses ranging up to 4 mm, for undisputed and 
timeless charm. The choice to use these prestigious materials is 
dictated by their extraordinary qualities. Copper, for example, is one 
of the oldest material that have been used by mankind. Together with 
gold it is the only colored metal that can convey a warm and elegant 
hint to the ambience.
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ACETAOG04COB burnished brass double mixer tap with Cone levers
C-ACSSEMBDI semi-recessed burnished brass rectangular sink with burnished brass finishing and divider



A unique craftsmanship
The processing is careful, knowledgeable and meticulous. Welds are 
in fact made exclusively by hand, because only the human eye reaches 
where the machine does not. The uniqueness of the processing of 
Officine Gullo can be recognised in the exclusive technique with 
which the sinks are made. Unlike industrial production in which the 
metal sheet is thinned during the moulding phase, Officine Gullo sinks 
are made exclusively with thick sheets. As for the rectangular sinks, 
a single metal sheet is folded and then welded by hand to obtain 
uniform thickness and a perfect result. For round sinks, the artisans of 
the company instead use the “sheet drawing” technique and certain 
specially created lathes: a brass or copper disk is manually placed on 
the mould from which the sink is shaped. In both cases, the metal is 
therefore not thinned during the processing phases, but retains the 
same thickness at each point, thereby ensuring unique durability and 
resistance. Among the finishes available, edge hammering is among 
the richest and is made entirely by hand.  
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ACETAOG02PNS satin nickes mixer tap with Petal levers
C-ACSUNDADI undermounted stainless steel rectangular sink with divider



Several combinations of materials for 
more styles
The sink basins can be made of brushed steel, brass or antiqued 
copper, whereas the edges and accessories are in solid burnished 
brass and can possibly be requested in two additional galvanic finishes 
that give the metal a touch with a more contemporary taste: brushed 
nickel or polished chrome. Thanks to the different combinations of 
materials available, tone-on-tone or contrasting, Officine Gullo sinks 
fit perfectly into any type of kitchen environment, from the most rustic 
of an ancient farmhouse in which a copper and brass combination is 
perfectly introduced, to a more modern and contemporary one, in 
which a combination of chrome and satin stainless steel is more ideal. 
Officine Gullo sinks can be inserted in any type of kitchen project, giving 
an important added value to the environment. A component thus 
becomes the protagonist of the area, offering style and character.
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ACETARB070OB burnished brass mixer tap
C-ACSSEMB00 semi-recessed stainless steel rectangular sink with burnished brass finishing



Unique design 
Thanks to the manual skills of the company’s artisans and the creativity 
of the Officine Gullo designers, steel, copper and brass are loaded with 
aesthetic and functional pluses, which enhance the washing area of 
every kitchen. The sink collection offers three types so as to fulfil the 
various design requirements: top-mounted, undermounted or semi-
recessed. There are two possible shapes: rectangular or round.

Accessories  
Aesthetics and functionality go hand in hand in every detail. The sinks 
are completed with accessories, such as the dish rack, the soap tray, 
the drain with relative cap and the waste disposal. 
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ACETAOG02LNS satin nickel mixer tap with Lobe levers

C-ACSTOPBDI top mounted stainless steel rectangular sink with satin nickel finishing and divider
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TOP-MOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH STEP
ACSTOPA00
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 40 x 53,5 cm / 60 x 53,5 cm / 80 x 53,5 cm / 100 x 53,5 cm / 120 x 53,5 cm 

TOP-MOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH STEP AND DIVISION
ACSTOPADI
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass 
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 80 x 53,5 cm / 100 x 53,5 cm / 120 x 53,5 cm 

TOP-MOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK
ACSTOPB00
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 40 x 40 cm / 60 x 40 cm / 80 x 40 cm / 100 x 40 cm / 120 x 40 cm

TOP-MOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH DIVISION
ACSTOPBDI
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 80 x 40 cm / 100 x 40 cm / 120 x 40 cm

TOP-MOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH STEP DIVISION
ACSTOPBBR
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 80 x 40 cm / 100 x 40 cm / 120 x 40 cm

TOP-MOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH SIDE DRAINER ON THE RIGHT
ACSTOPBPR
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 120 x 40 cm

TOP-MOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH SIDE DRAINER ON THE LEFT
ACSTOPBPL
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 120 x 40 cm

TOP-MOUNTED ROUND SINK
ACSTOPC00
*Sink material: Burnished Brass / Copper
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: Ø 35 cm / Ø 47 cm

UNDERMOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH STEP
ACSUNDA00
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 40 x 53,5 cm / 60 x 53,5 cm / 80 x 53,5 cm / 100 x 53,5 cm / 120 x 53,5 cm

UNDERMOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH STEP AND DIVISION
ACSUNDADI
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 80 x 53,5 cm / 100 x 53,5 cm / 120 x 53,5 cm

UNDERMOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK
ACSUNDB00
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 40 x 40 cm / 60 x 40 cm / 80 x 40 cm / 100 x 40 cm / 120 x 40 cm

UNDERMOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH DIVISION
ACSUNDBDI
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 80 x 40 cm / 100 x 40 cm / 120 x 40 cm

UNDERMOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH STEP DIVISION
ACSUNDBBR
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension:  80 x 40 cm / 100 x 40 cm / 120 x 40 cm

UNDERMOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH SIDE DRAINER ON THE RIGHT
ACSUNDBPR
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 120 x 40 cm

UNDERMOUNTED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH SIDE DRAINER ON THE LEFT
ACSUNDBPL
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 120 x 40 cm

SEMI-RECESSED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH STEP
ACSSEMA00
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 40 x 63 cm / 60 x 63 cm / 80 x 63 cm / 100 x 63 cm / 120 x 63 cm

SEMI-RECESSED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH STEP AND DIVISION
ACSSEMADI
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 80 x 63 cm / 100 x 63 cm / 120 x 63 cm

SEMI-RECESSED RECTANGULAR SINK
ACSSEMB00
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 40 x 47 cm / 60 x 47 cm / 80 x 47 cm / 100 x 47 cm / 120 x 47 cm

SEMI-RECESSED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH DIVISION
ACSSEMBDI
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 80 x 47 cm / 100 x 47 cm / 120 x 47 cm

SEMI-RECESSED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH STEP
ACSSETA00
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass / Copper
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 40 x 63 cm / 60 x 63 cm / 80 x 63 cm / 100 x 63 cm / 120 x 63 cm

SEMI-RECESSED RECTANGULAR SINK WITH STEP AND DIVISION
ACSSETADI
*Sink material: Stainless steel / Burnished Brass
**Finishing: Polished Chrome / Burnished Brass / Satin Nickel
Sink depth: 18 cm
Dimension: 80 x 63 cm / 100 x 63 cm / 120 x 63 cm

DRAINING RACK (BRASS/STEEL) 
LVQ036

SOAP DISH IN THICK METAL 
LVQ037

**Finishing

*Sink material

Sinks Sinks
Discover the collection on our website Discover the collection on our website



For more information and prices 
Please contact: 

 
Mygind Design Scandinavia AB 

Stockamöllan Herrgård 
241 96 Stockamöllan, Skåne - Sweden 

0413 544 151 or info@mygind.se 
www.mygind.se




